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Abstract— In variable-speed drive applications, the system
will have constraints on the line currents and voltages due
to limitations of both the machine and the power electronic
circuitry driving the machine. This paper presents a Simultane-
ous Identification and Control (SIC) methodology for Surface-
Mount Permanent Magnet (SMPM) machines including voltage
and current constraints. The over-actuated nature of the SMPM
is exploited to achieve both control and parameter identification
objectives without compromise. An optimization-based adaptive
input design methodology aims to minimize control effort
and maximize the excitation characteristics of the generated
reference direct-axis current trajectories within the voltage and
current constraints. The optimized current command is fed
into an adaptive current regulator to achieve torque control.
Simulation results demonstrate that the constraint enforcement
capability of the proposed SIC algorithm allows the machine
to achieve the desired control and identification objectives
while operating in current-constrained, voltage-constrained,
and current-and-voltage-constrained conditions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous Identification and Control (SIC) refers to
control methodologies that aim to achieve control objectives
while also guaranteeing sufficient conditions for accurate
parameter identification. Accurate parameter identification is
often desirable since it can be used for control adaptation to
achieve improved performance and other secondary objec-
tives, such as condition monitoring [1]. However, accurate
parameter identification requires persistently exciting inputs
(i.e., signals rich in harmonics) [2] which may conflict
with the control goal (e.g., a set-point or trajectory that
the controller tries to track). Because of the competing
objectives between identification and control, the SIC prob-
lem is often approached through optimization-based design
methodologies such as Model Predictive Control (MPC) [3]–
[7]. Although a trade-off is unavoidable for most plants, for
over-actuated plants, where the number of control inputs
exceeds the number of regulated outputs, this additional
degree of freedom can be exploited to simultaneously achieve
identification and control objectives without compromise
[8]–[13].

An example of an over-actuated system is the Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM), which effectively
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has two inputs (i.e., equivalent two-phase voltages) and a sin-
gle regulated output (i.e., torque). Surface-Mount Permanent
Magnet (SMPM) machines and Interior Permanent Magnet
(IPM) machines are the two main types of PMSMs and have
been widely used in a variety of applications, such as electric
vehicles and wind turbines, due to their high torque density
and efficiency. However, the performance of model-based
PMSM controllers can deteriorate depending on operating
conditions since variations in temperature, skin effect, and
magnetic saturation can cause the machine parameters to
vary. In the literature, many online methods have been
proposed to incorporate machine parameter identification
for adaptation [11]–[17]. Specifically, the methodologies
presented in [11]–[13] exploit the over-actuated characteristic
of the PMSMs for SIC.

Operational constraints are inherent in PMSMs due to
physical limitations as well as safety and reliability consid-
erations. In an electric drive, which is used to provide power
to the PMSM, a three-phase Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)
supplies the AC voltages in a limited range that depends
on the DC bus voltage and the Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) technique used for DC-AC conversion. Command-
ing voltages outside this range will lead to clipped output
voltages and deteriorated control performance. Furthermore,
exceeding the current limit in a phase will trip the over-
current protection of the inverter.

Space Vector Modulation (SVM) is one of the most-used
PWM techniques because of its superior performance. The
feasible voltage region for SVM is bounded by the well-
known space vector hexagon [18]. The maximum line current
constraint can also be described by a hexagon, as will be
shown in the sequel. One or both of these constraints can be
active depending on the operating conditions (i.e., speed and
power/torque). In the case of the SMPM machine, the max-
imum power as a function of speed depends on the SMPM
design and the inverter limits, and can have two behaviors:
1) current-constrained at low speeds, voltage-and-current-
constrained at medium speeds, and voltage-constrained at
high speeds, or 2) current-constrained at low speeds, and
voltage-and-current-constrained up to a maximum speed
[19]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no pre-
vious work on SIC of PMSMs that accurately characterizes
these limits and addresses them through control formulation
and implementation.

In this paper, we propose an optimization-based SIC
formulation that explicitly considers the voltage and current
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inverter limits for the specific case of SMPM machines. By
taking advantage of the over-actuated nature of the SMPM,
the SIC problem is simplified in the sense that torque
regulation is achieved using the quadrature component of
the current, while the persistently exciting input required for
accurate parameter identification is injected using the direct
component. An optimization-based adaptive input design
methodology is used to minimize losses and maximize the
excitation characteristics while considering the voltage and
current constraints. The reference direct current generated
by the adaptive input design, together with the quadrature
current, is then fed into a projection-based adaptive current
regulator for torque control. This paper represents a signifi-
cant extension of [11], since we have:

• Formulated voltage and current constraints assuming
that the system is driven by an ideal VSI.

• Modified the parameter estimator from a continuous-
time technique (i.e., Lyapunov-based estimator) to a
discrete-time method (i.e., projection-based estimator).

• Modified the prediction model to capture the discrete-
time implementation.

• Provided simulations that demonstrate the constraint
enforcement capability of the methodology.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we review the dynamic SMPM machine model. The control
objectives and current/voltage limitations are discussed in
Sections III and IV respectively. In Section V, the adap-
tive current regulator and the adaptive input design are
described. Simulation results showing the constraint enforce-
ment capabilities when the system is operating in current-
constrained, voltage-constrained, and current-and-voltage-
constrained conditions are presented in Section VI. Finally,
in Section VII, concluding remarks are discussed.

II. SMPM MACHINE MODEL

The model used in this paper for SMPM machines is
the standard equivalent two-phase model. By applying the
Park transform [20] and setting the direct-axis to be aligned
with the rotor permanent magnet flux linkage, the electrical
dynamics in the rotor reference frame are given by

L
d~ir

dt
= −R~ir − ωreJ(L~ir + ~λrPM ) + ~v r, (1)

where the superscript (·)r denotes that the variable is in the
rotor reference frame, ~i and ~v are the current and voltage
vectors, R is the stator winding resistance matrix (i.e., R =
RI , where I is the identity matrix and R the stator winding
resistance), L is the stator winding self-inductance matrix
(i.e., L = LI , where L is the stator winding self-inductance),
~λrPM =

[
ΛPM 0

]T
is the permanent magnet flux-linkage

vector, ωre is the electrical rotor speed (i.e., ωre = P
2 ωr,

where ωr is the mechanical rotor speed and P is the number
of poles), and J is the counterclockwise (CCW) 90◦-rotation
matrix.

In the rotor reference frame, the three-phase electromag-
netic torque takes the form

τ3ph =
3P

4
ΛPM i

r
q. (2)

III. CONTROL OBJECTIVES

The SMPM machine is an over-actuated system since it
has equivalent two-phase voltages as inputs and torque as the
regulated output. Consequently, Simultaneous Identification
and Control (SIC), which aims to achieve control objectives
while guaranteeing persistency of excitation, can be accom-
plished without compromise. However, doing so considering
current and voltage constraints is a challenge.

The current and/or voltage limitations that might be
encountered by the SMPM machine will depend on the
operating condition (i.e., torque/power and speed). Assum-
ing that the system is operated close to its limits (e.g.,
maximum power condition), three regions can be identified.
At low speeds, the system will be current-constrained. In
this region, since the electromotive force (EMF), which is
proportional to speed, is small, the voltage limit cannot be
reached. At medium speeds, the system is both current-and-
voltage-constrained, and the direct current is used for field-
weakening so that the voltage stays within its limits. Specif-
ically, a negative value of ird is commanded to reduce the
flux-linkage magnitude, and, consequently, the EMF, while
irq is adjusted accordingly to keep the current also within its
limits. At high speeds, the behavior depends on whether the
currents can completely cancel the permanent magnet flux
linkage. In the case that the permanent magnet flux linkage
is not completely cancelled, the system will continue to
be current-and-voltage-constrained until the operating point
of zero power is reached, where the current is exclusively
used for field-weakening purposes. In the case when the
permanent magnet flux linkage is completely cancelled, the
system becomes solely voltage-constrained.

The control objective is to simultaneously achieve accurate
torque regulation and parameter identification over a wide
range of operating conditions without exceeding the voltage
and current limits. This is accomplished through a controller
which consists of an optimization-based adaptive input de-
sign and an adaptive current regulator. Taking advantage of
the specific over-actuated characteristic of the SMPM ma-
chine, torque regulation is achieved through the quadrature-
axis current while the persistently exciting signal is injected
into the direct-axis current.

IV. CURRENT AND VOLTAGE CONSTRAINT
FORMULATION

In this section, the mathematical formulation of the voltage
and current limitations which are inherent in an electric
drive with an ideal three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI)
is presented. An ideal three-phase VSI, as shown in Fig.
1, applies to the machine the voltages determined by the
control algorithm in an average-value sense using Pulse-
Width Modulation (PWM). We treat the transistors here as
ideal switches. We also assume that the VSI is controlled
using Space Vector Modulation (SVM) [18].
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Fig. 1. Ideal three-phase inverter.

A. Voltage Constraints

In each VSI’s phase, the output voltage is a square wave
with duty cycle D (a.k.a., PWM signal). The calculated
voltages from the controller are commanded in an average-
value sense by setting the duty cycles so that the calculated
voltage equals the average-value component of the VSI
voltage.

The voltage constraints are formulated considering all
three phases simultaneously. Each phase output voltage can
have two possible states:

• State Sx = 0: S+
x “off”, S−x “on” =⇒ vx = 0

• State Sx = 1: S+
x “on”, S−x “off” =⇒ vx = Vbus

where the subscript (·)x represents each phase (i.e., a, b,
c). Then, using the Clarke transform [21], the equivalent
two-phase voltages can be determined for all possible states
(Sa, Sb, Sc). The region of feasible average-value voltages
is described by the interior of the hexagon presented in Fig.
2, which is the well-known “space vector hexagon” [18].

2
3Vbus−2

3Vbus
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Vbus
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Fig. 2. Region of feasible voltages.

The interior of this hexagon can be represented mathemat-
ically by the following set, Ωv:

Ωv = {~v : Gv~v ≤ ~hv}, (3)

where

Gv =



0 1
0 −1

−
√

3 1√
3 1

−
√

3 −1√
3 −1

 , ~hv = −


1
1
2
2
2
2


Vbus√

3
,

and ~v =
[
vα vβ

]T
is the equivalent two-phase stator

voltage vector in the stationary reference frame.

B. Current Constraints

The VSI is operating at its current limit when the maxi-
mum rated current is flowing in any of its three phases. Given
iα and iβ (i.e., the components of the equivalent two-phase
current), the three-phase line currents can be expressed as
[21]:

ia = iα + i0,

ib = −1

2
iα +

√
3

2
iβ + i0,

ic = −1

2
iα −

√
3

2
iβ + i0,

(4)

where i0 is the zero sequence current component. Thus, the
line current constraints can be expressed as:

−Imax ≤ iα + i0 ≤ Imax,

−Imax ≤ −
1

2
iα +

√
3

2
iβ + i0 ≤ Imax,

−Imax ≤ −
1

2
iα −

√
3

2
iβ + i0 ≤ Imax,

(5)

where Imax is the maximum line current amplitude. As-
suming balanced three-phase operation (i.e., i0 = 0), the
limits of the feasible current region in terms of the equivalent
two-phase currents (i.e., iα, iβ) corresponds to the hexagon
presented in Fig. 3.

Imax−Imax

2√
3
Imax

− 2√
3
Imax

iα

iβ

iβ

iα

~i

1

Fig. 3. Region of feasible currents.

This region can, therefore, be characterized by the follow-
ing set, Ωi:

Ωi = {~i : Gi
~i ≤ ~hi}, (6)
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where

Gi =



1 0
−1 0
− 1√

3
1

1√
3

1

− 1√
3
−1

1√
3
−1


, ~hi = −



1
1
2√
3

2√
3

2√
3

2√
3


Imax.

V. CONTROL ALGORITHM

The proposed SIC methodology, which is an extension
of [11], uses an optimization-based adaptive input design
and an adaptive current regulator, as shown in Fig. 4. While
the reference quadrature current is set to achieve the desired
torque, the optimization-based adaptive input design ensures
persistency of excitation, a sufficient condition for parameter
convergence, by generating an appropriate reference direct
current. These reference currents are then fed into the adap-
tive current regulator.

A. Adaptive Current Regulator

The controller consists of a projection-based adaptive
current regulator. The control law is a combination of feed-
forward, back-emf compensation, and proportional feedback,
and is given by

~vr = R̂~̃ir + L̂
d~̃ir

dt
+ ωreJ(L̂~ir + ~̂λPM ) + Kp~ei

r, (7)

where the accent (̂·) denotes an estimated parameter, ~̃ir is
the filtered reference current vector

(
i.e., ~̃ir = {M(s)}~i∗r ,

where ~i∗
r

is the reference current vector, {·} denotes a
dynamic operator with transfer function “ · ”, and M(s) =
λ
s+λ ), d~̃ir

dt = {sM(s)}~i∗r is the derivative of the filtered
reference current vector, Kp is the proportional feedback
gain matrix (i.e., Kp = KpI , where Kp is the proportional
feedback gain), and ~eir =

[
erid eriq

]T
is the stator current

error vector, which is defined as the difference between
the filtered reference current and the measured current (i.e.,
~ei
r = ~̃ir −~ir).
The adaptive law is based on the linear parameterization

of the filtered SMPM dynamics (1):

~z = ΦT ~θ, (8)

where ~z =
[
zd zq

]T
= {M(s)}~vr is the observation

(i.e., measurement), ~θ =
[
R L ΛPM

]T
is the parameter

vector, and Φ is the regressor matrix, which is given by

ΦT =

[
~φd
T

~φq
T

]
= {M(s)}

[
ird ( ddt i

r
d − ωreirq) 0

irq (ωrei
r
d + d

dt i
r
q) ωre

]
. (9)

Note that the dynamics have been filtered in order to avoid
the derivatives appearing as signals in Φ or ~z.

While the control formulation and design are carried out
with a continuous-time model, parameter identification and
update are performed at discrete time instants. The projection
algorithm [22] aims to minimize the Euclidean norm between

consecutive parameter estimates subject to the model in (8),
and its estimated parameters are given by,

~̂θ[k] = ~̂θ[k − 1] +
a ~φd[k]

(
zd[k]− ~̂θ[k − 1]~φTd [k]

)
c+ ~φTd [k] ~φd[k]

+
a ~φq[k]

(
zq[k]− ~̂θ[k − 1]~φTq [k]

)
c+ ~φTq [k] ~φq[k]

, (10)

where c > 0 is a small constant used to avoid division by
zero, 0 < a < 2 is the adaption gain, and k = 1, 2, ... is the
time index.

B. Receding Horizon Adaptive Input Design
The Receding Horizon Adaptive Input Design (RHAID)

methodology determines the reference direct current trajec-
tory based on two objectives: minimizing ohmic losses and
maximizing the level of excitation. While the metric for
minimizing losses is the weighted quadratic function of the
reference direct current, the level of persistency of excitation
is measured using the “D-optimality” metric [23]:

JD = log(det(F )), (11)

where F is the Fisher information matrix [11], which is given
by

F =

N∑
k=1

Φ(tk)ΦT (tk), (12)

where Φ(tk) is the regressor matrix at time tk, and N is the
total number of observations (i.e., measurements).

In order to implement the RHAID, the future states of
the system have to be predicted, and a dynamical model of
the system is required. Since the actual implementation is in
discrete time, this model is formulated using the Zero-Order
Hold (ZOH) equivalent model of the continuous-time dy-
namics presented in (1), and takes into account the intrinsic
switching-period delay between measurement sampling and
duty cycle updates. Since the true parameters are unknown,
the model uses the certainty equivalence principle [2] which
assumes that the estimated and actual parameters are equal.
Note that the control law in (7) uses the filtered reference
signals and their derivatives, and, therefore, the model has
to consider the dynamics of {M(s)} and {sM(s)}. Then,
the prediction model is given by the following discrete-time
state-space system,

~x[k + 1] = Âd~x[k] + Bd~u[k], (13)

where

Âd =


eÂTsw B̂(ωreJL̂−Kp) B̂(R̂ + Kp) B̂L̂
I 0 0 0
0 0 afI 0
0 0 0 afI

 ,

Bd =


0 0
0 0
0 bfI
λI −λI

 , ~x[k] =


~ir[k]

~ir[k − 1]

~̃ir[k]
d~̃ir

dt [k]

 ,
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed simultaneous identification and control strategy.

~u[k] =

[
~ir

∗
[k + 1]
~ir

∗
[k]

]
, Â = L−1(R + ωreJL),

B̂ = (eÂdTsw−I)(R̂+wreJL̂)−1, λ > 0 is the continuous-
time parameter of the first-order filter

(
i.e., M(s) = λ

s+λ

)
,

Tsw is the sampling period, and af and bf are the parameters
of the ZOH equivalent model of the continuous-time first-
order filter, {M(s)} ( i.e., M(z) =

bf
z−af with af = e−λTsw

and bf = 1 − e−λTsw ). Note that ~̃ir[k] and d~̃ir

dt [k] are the
outputs from the ZOH equivalent model of the continuous-
time first order filters {M(s)} and {sM(s)}, respectively.
We need both ~ir[k] and ~ir[k − 1] as states of ~x[k] to
incorporate the effect of the switching-period delay between
measurement sampling and duty cycle updates.

Assuming that the estimated parameters ~̂θ[k], the torque
reference τ∗[k], and the rotor electrical speed ωre[k] are
essentially constant over the prediction horizon, the RHAID
formulation is given by

min
ir

∗
d [k]

j+Nf−1∑
k=j

w ·
(
ir

∗

d [k]
)2 − ρ · log(det(F (~x)),

subject to: ~x[k + 1] = Âd~x[k] + Bd~u[k],

F (~x) =

j+Nf−1∑
k=j−Np

Φ(~x[k])Φ(~x[k])T ,

Gie
Jθre[k]~̃ir[k] ≤ ~hi ∀kε[j . . . j +Nf − 1],

Gve
Jθre[k]~vr[k] ≤ ~hv ∀kε[j . . . j +Nf − 1],

~ir
∗
[k] =

[
ir

∗

d [k]

ir
∗

q [k]

]
=

[
i∗

r

d [k]
4τ∗[k]

3P Λ̂PM

]
,

(14)
where w > 0 and ρ ≥ 0 are the weightings for the control
effort metric and PE metric, respectively, Nf is the prediction
horizon, Np is the number of past-data points which are
required to achieve persistently exciting reference currents
(as discussed in [11]), eJθre[k] is a matrix exponential, and
θre[k] is the predicted electrical rotor position at time tk,

which is determined here by

θre[k] = θre[j] +
[1

2
+ (k − j)

]
ωre[k]Tsw,∀k 6= j. (15)

Note that, in (14), the inverse Park transform [20] (i.e.,
eJθre[k]) is used to convert the currents and voltages from
the rotor reference frame into the stationary frame (i.e., α−
β coordinates) since the voltage and current constraints are
formulated in this frame.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

The constraint enforcement capability of the proposed
SIC algorithm at operating points close to the VSI limits is
validated by numerical simulations using Matlab/Simulink.
The methodology is tested at three operating conditions:
low speed (current-constrained), medium speed (current-and-
voltage-constrained), and high speed (voltage-constrained),
representing the three limiting regions discussed for SMPM
drives.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Description Value
Electrical Machine Parameters:

R 436mΩ
L 2mH

ΛPM 12.579mV ·s
P 10

VSI Parameters:
Imax 7A
Vbus 30 V

Control Design Parameters:
Kp 8
a 0.005
c 1
ρ 10
w 0.01
λ 600
Nf 50
Np 60

The simulations capture the sampled-data nature of a prac-
tical implementation by modeling the controller (i.e., RHAID
and adaptive current regulator) as a triggered subsystem
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Fig. 5. Simulation results for system operating at current-constrained (low-speed) operating point assuming four different control settings. Case (a) shows
the performance of the SIC methodology when no PE signal is used and current and voltage constraints are not taken into account in the RHAID. Case (b)
shows the performance of the SIC methodology when no PE signal is used and current and voltage constraints are taken into account. Case (c) presents
the performance when the RHAID generates the PE signal without considering current and voltage constraints. Case (d) shows the performance of the
proposed SIC methodology when the RHAID produces the PE signal while considering the current and voltage constraints. Note that, for cases (c) and
(d), the phase plots are presented before and after the estimated parameters reach a bound of ±5% from their true values
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which runs at 10kHz, while the continuous-time SMPM
dynamics are simulated with a fixed time step of 500ns
using ode3. The optimization problem for the RHAID is
solved using the interior-point method in Matlab’s fmincon.
A linear B-spline [4] is used to approximate the reference
direct current trajectory and reduce the dimension of the
optimization problem. Space Vector Modulation (SVM) is
used to determine the three-phase duty cycles to be applied
to the inverter based on the equivalent two-phase voltages
and the DC bus voltage. An ideal “average-value” inverter is
assumed, which applies to the SMPM model the average-
value voltages based on the duty cycles determined by
the SVM (i.e., switching harmonics are neglected). Table I
presents the parameters used in the simulations.

A. Effects of PE Signal and Constraint Enforcement

In order to highlight the impact of the PE signal and con-
straint enforcement on the proposed methodology, simulation
results of the system operating at a current-constrained (i.e.,
low-speed) operating point (200RPM, 0.62N ·m) with four
different control settings are presented in Fig 5. Note that,
in all the cases, the initial estimated parameters differ by
20% from the true values. The reference lines (black dashed)
in the three-phase stator currents plots represent the line
current limits. In the phase plots for the equivalent two-phase
currents, “CH” denotes the current hexagon.

In Fig. 5(a), the results correspond to the case where the
SIC methodology works without PE signal (i.e., ρ = 0) and
without current/voltage constraints. As we can see from the
figure, the parameters converge to the wrong values, and,
consequently, the torque presents steady state error. While
the projection algorithm guarantees that the error of the
filtered electrical dynamics will eventually settle to zero,
the parameters will only converge to their true values when
the system is persistently excited (PE). Fig. 5(b) shows
the results when RHAID includes the current and voltage
constraints but not the PE metric (i.e., ρ = 0). As before,
the torque presents steady-state error since the parameters
converge to the wrong values. In Fig. 5(c), simulation results
of the SIC methodology are presented when the RHAID
generates reference direct currents that are PE (i.e., ρ 6= 0)
but that do not take into account the current and voltage
limits. As opposed to the previous case, the parameters
converge to their true values and accurate torque regulation is
achieved. Also note that the PE signal does not affect torque
regulation. However, since the current limits were not taken
into account, the constraints were violated.

B. Constraint enforcement in three operating conditions

Figs. 5(d) , 6, and 7 show the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in the following three conditions:
• Current constrained (Fig. 5(d)). The system provides

0.62N ·m at 200RPM which corresponds to a low-
speed operating point. Inspection of the current phase
plots reveals that the equivalent two-phase currents are
successfully constrained within the limits after the pa-
rameters converge. The results demonstrate that enforc-

Fig. 6. Simulation results for machine operating at voltage-constrained
(high-speed) operating point.

ing the constraints in the equivalent two-phase currents
effectively keeps the three-phase currents within the
limits. Note that while the direct current is modified
to satisfy the constraints, the parameters are still able
to converge and accurate torque regulation is achieved.

• Voltage constrained (Fig. 6). The results present a high-
speed operating point (0.2N ·m at 2000RPM ). As
before, the voltage constraints are effectively enforced
after the parameters converge. The two-phase current
time-plot shows that the RHAID responds to the voltage
limitation by using the direct-axis current for field-
weakening purposes (i.e., the average-value of ird is
negative). The ripple in the actual torque is caused by
the discrete-time implementation of the controller.

• Current and voltage constrained (Fig. 7). The system
operates at medium-speed (0.6N·m at 1300RPM ).The
voltage and current phase plots show that the equiva-
lent two-phase voltages and currents stay within their
feasible regions. Torque regulation becomes precise as
the parameters approach their true values.

Note that the reference lines (black dashed lines) in
the plot for the three-phase stator voltages represent the
VSI voltage limits (i.e., zero and DC bus voltage). In the
voltage phase plots, “SVH” refers to the space-vector voltage
hexagon. The phase plots are presented before and after the
parameters reach a bound of ±5% from the true parameters.

Remark: Simulation results show that voltage and current
constraints can be enforced in the adaptive input design when
parameter convergence is achieved. Before parameter conver-
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for machine operating at current-and-voltage-
constrained (medium-speed) operating point.

gence, occasional constraint violations can be observed. This
could be addressed by performing a calibration of parameters
before use, or tightening the constraints as has been done in
robust MPC [7], [24].

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented constraints that represent
the voltage and current limits of an ideal Voltage Source
Inverter (VSI) and that, when included in an optimization-
based SIC methodology, can be used for operation over
a wide range of operating conditions (e.g., unconstrained,
current-constrained, voltage-constrained, and current-and-
voltage-constrained operating points) together with an effec-
tive parameter estimator. The constraints are included in an
optimization-based adaptive input design that aims to mini-
mize control effort while maximizing the excitation charac-
teristics of the generated reference direct current trajectories.
The adaptive input design feeds the computed reference
currents into an adaptive current regulator. Simulation results
are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the constraints
at different operating conditions.
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